Instrument Pilot

Certification Requirements(CFR 61.65):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Private Pilot Certificate
Valid Medical
Instrument Pilot Airplane Knowledge exam passed
Speak and Write English
50hrs Cross Country PIC
40hrs Instrument time (15hrs min with a CFII)
IFR Cross Country
Instrument flight training on cross country flight procedures, including one cross
country flight in an airplane with an authorized instructor, that is performed
under instrument flight rules, when a flight plan has been filed with an air
traffic control facility, and that involves (A) A flight of 250 nautical miles along airways or by directed routing from an air
traffic control facility;
(B) An instrument approach at each airport; and
(C) Three different kinds of approaches with the use of navigation systems.

Recency of Experience (CFR61.57):

1. Within the last six months under actual, simulated conditions in an airplane, full flight
simulator, ATD, or FTD
a. Six Instrument Approaches
b. Holding Procedures and Tasks
c. Intercepting and Tracking Courses using Nav Electrical Systems
2. a person who has failed to meet the instrument experience requirements above for
more than six calendar months may reestablish instrument currency only by completing
an instrument proficiency check (IPC).

Recordkeeping (CFR 61.51):
Training time and aeronautical experience. Each person must document and record the
following time in a manner acceptable to the Administrator:
(1) Training and aeronautical experience used to meet the requirements for a
certificate, rating, or flight review.
(2) The aeronautical experience required for meeting the recent flight experience
requirements above.

Privileges and Limitations
1. The privilege is that you can file and fly under Instrument conditions.
2. The limitations are per your Private or Commercial certificate.

Failure to distinguish proficiency vs Currency:
To address this dilemma, it is important to first distinguish between being current and
being proficient.
1. Proficiency, by definition, means performing a given skill with expert correctness.
2. Currency simply refers to being up to date or occurring within a recent period of time.
Failure to set personal minimums

What are your Personal Weather Mins?
1. Ceiling?, Wind?, X-Wind?, Visibility?, Hours flown?
2. Use a FRAT (Flight Risk Assessment Tool). See FRAT safety bulletin in the Instrument
Docs of our website.

Ensure fitness for flight and physiological factors:
1. IMSAFE Checklist
2. Illness, Medications, Stress, Alcohol, Fatigue, Emotions

Basic Med Privileges and Limitations AC68-1

Flying Unfamiliar Airplanes, or Operating with unfamiliar flight display
systems and avionics:
See AC No: 90-109A. In Summary: High Performance and Complex
Airplanes require an endorsement after training.

